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Synchronization with partial state feedback on SO(n)
C. Lageman A. Sarlette R. Sepulchre
Abstract— In this paper we consider the problem of con-
structing a distributed feedback law to achieve synchronization
for a group of k agents whose states evolve on SO(n) and which
exchange only partial state information along communication
links. The partial state information is given by the action of the
state on reference vectors in Rn. We propose a gradient based
control law which achieves exponential local convergence to
a synchronization configuration under a rank condition on a
generalized Laplacian matrix. Furthermore, we discuss the case
of time-varying reference vectors and provide a convergence
result for this case. The latter helps reach synchronization,
requiring less communication links and weaker conditions on
the instantaneous reference vectors. Our methods are illustrated
on an attitude synchronization problem where agents exchange
only their relative positions observed in the respective body
frames.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, synchronization and other collective phenomena,
appearing in physical and other natural systems, have drawn
considerable attention in the literature, see e.g. [22], [26],
[19]. The systems and control community has been study-
ing coordinated multi-agent systems; potential capabilities
indicate that they may be increasingly used in future ap-
plications involving e.g. communication networks or vehicle
formations, see e.g. [15], [23], [8], [9], [13], [10], [14], [5],
[7]. Considered aspects include optimal configuration of a
group, collision avoidance, nonlinear dynamics, communi-
cation graph structures, distributed controller design, etc.
One main line of research derives from the standard “linear
consensus algorithm”, used by a set of interacting agents
to reach agreement on some vector in Rn, see e.g. [23],
[9], [16]. Problems like rigid body attitude synchronization
motivate an extension of the “linear consensus algorithm” to
manifolds different from Rn; indeed, satellite attitudes for
instance evolve on the group SO(3) of rotation matrices. The
attitude synchronization problem has already been studied
in e.g. [15], [25], [12], [3], [11], [18], [21] with different
approaches. All these studies consider full state exchange
between communicating agents. A setting with partial state
feedback in linear systems is proposed and analyzed in [24].
The present paper extends a basic control law for syn-
chronization on SO(n) (see [20]) to a setting where agents
only exchange partial state information. Our output map is
inspired by [17], which takes advantage of the fact that
it comes down to full state communication for SO(2) in
order to achieve smart noise reduction. We design a gradient
algorithm on the basis of a cost function on the outputs.
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Considering a static output map, we provide a sufficient rank
condition on a generalized graph Laplacian matrix which en-
sures that the resulting system reaches state synchronization.
Then we consider a time-varying output map; a sufficient
condition is provided to get local state synchronization under
appropriate persistance of excitation assumptions. The time-
varying setting leads to conditions that are easier to satisfy,
because only a local rank condition must hold for the
averaged system; this implies that synchronization can be
ensured with less communication links among agents.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II states the
problem and derives the basic gradient algorithm used as
control law by the individual agents. Section III analyzes
the stability properties for fixed output maps. Section IV
considers time-varying output maps. Section V illustrates
the results on an example with simulations.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND GRADIENT
SYNCHRONIZATION ALGORITHM
A. Definitions and Notation
We denote by SO(n) the set of n-dimensional rotation
matrices, that is the Lie group of orthogonal n× n matrices
with determinant 1, and by so(n) the tangent space to
SO(n) at identity, that is the Lie algebra of n × n skew
symmetric matrices. We equip SO(n) with the biinvariant
Riemannian metric 〈QΩ, QΘ〉 = tr(ΩT Θ) for Q ∈ SO(n),
Ω,Θ ∈ so(n). The Frobenius norm, which coincides with
the induced norm on the tangent spaces of SO(n), is
denoted by ‖ · ‖. For a matrix X ∈ Rn×n, skew(X)
denotes its skew-symmetric part, i.e. 12 (X − X
T ), and
vec(X) the map Rn×n → Rn2 such that vec((xij)) =
(x11, x21, . . . xn1, x12, . . . xn2, . . . , x1n, . . . xnn)
T
. The Kro-
necker product of two matrices A,B is denoted by A⊗ B.
The unit sphere in Rn is denoted by Sn−1.
Inter-agent communication is represented by means of a
communication graph (V,E), V denoting the vertices, i.e.
the agents, and E the edges, i.e. the available communication
links. Here communication links are assumed bidirectional,
so the graph is undirected. The cardinality of E is denoted
#E. The adjacency matrix A = (aij) of (V,E) contains
aij = 1 if there is a link between agents i and j, and aij = 0
otherwise. By convention aii = 0. Both vertices and edges
are represented by numbers, i.e. V = {1, . . . , k} and E =
{1, . . . ,#E}. The vertices i, j linked by edge e ∈ E are
denoted i = vl(e) ∈ V and j = vr(e) ∈ V , with i < j. The
set of edges attached to a vertex i is denoted by ed(i). The
degree of vertex i is denoted deg(i).
B. Synchronization algorithm
Consider k agents whose state space is SO(n) — e.g. k
satellites with attitudes represented by SO(3). We denote the
state of agent i by Qi ∈ SO(n). We assume that the agents
have the simple left-invariant dynamics
d
dtQi = Qiui , i = 1 . . . k (1)
with ui ∈ so(n) a freely chosen input. This yields a left-
invariant system on the product group SO(n)k. The agents
communicate along links defined by a fixed undirected graph
(V,E). However, as a major distinction with respect to
previous work, if two agents i and j are connected by a
communication link, i.e. aij 6= 0, then they only exchange
the partial state information
QTi yij and QTj yij
along that link. The yij ∈ Sn−1 are imposed reference
vectors; we assume yij = yji, i.e. one vector is associated to
each bidirectional link. This kind of output naturally appears
in applications as e.g. described in Section V. We first
consider fixed yij , then analyze how the system behaves for
time-varying yij . The output map is given by H : SO(n)k →
(Sn−1)2#E where, choosing a suitable order of the outputs,
components j and j + #E of H , j ∈ E, are given by
rj := Hj(Q1, . . . , Qk) = Q
T
vl(j)yvl(j) vr(j)
sj := Hj+#E(Q1, . . . , Qk) = Q
T
vr(j)yvl(j) vr(j).
The goal is to find a feedback law, defining ui as a function
of {(QTi yij , QTj yij), j = 1 . . . k | aij 6= 0}, that drives the
system to synchronization (or state synchronization), i.e. to
the set Cs = {(Q1, . . . , Qk) ∈ SO(n)k | Q1 = . . . = Qk}.
In [20] a gradient algorithm is proposed for (at least local)
synchronization on SO(n) with full state observations. Here,
we extend this approach to partial state observations. For this
we build a cost function fˆ : (Sn−1)2#E → R on output space
that penalizes the difference between pairs of corresponding
outputs rj and sj along each edge j. A natural choice is the
sum of squared Euclidean distances







The cost function on outputs can be pulled back via the
output map to a cost function on state space f = fˆ ◦H ,






















We define Mij := yijyTij . Using the product Riemannian
metric on SO(n)k, the gradient of f with respect to Qi is(










As in the full state observation case, we use gradient dynam-



















Law (3) is indeed an output feedback, depending only on the
locally available partial state information.
III. FIXED REFERENCE VECTORS
We now discuss the convergence to synchronization of
system (3) for fixed reference vectors yij . Since f character-
izes output disagreement, we first consider stability of output
synchronization, i.e. the situation for which the two outputs
along each edge of (V,E) coincide.
Definition 1: A state (Q1, . . . , Qk) is called output syn-
chronization if QTi yij = QTj yij for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} with
aij = 1. We denote the set of all output synchronization
states by Co.
Proposition 1: The output synchronization set is asymp-
totically stable under (3).
Proof: Since (3) is a gradient descent system for f and
f is an algebraic function the set Co, i.e. the set of global
minima of f , is asymptotically stable [1].
The next step is to examine when output synchronization
implies state synchronization. We first consider a condition
for outputs of the system to correspond to a unique state.
Theorem 1: The output map from the global state space
to the output space is injective if and only if each i ∈ V has
at least n− 1 linearly independent yij with aij = 1. If this
condition does not hold, then the outputs corresponding to
any state in Co can be obtained with a state outside Cs.
Proof: Consider a single agent i. W.l.o.g. we choose
the numbering of the agents and m such that aij = 1 if
and only if j ≤ m. Output QTi yij of agent i is given by
the action of state Qi on yij , ∀j ≤ m. Let h : SO(n) ×
(Sn−1)m → (Sn−1)m the output map action of Qi on
yˆ = (yi1, . . . , yim), i.e. h(Qi, yˆ) = (QTi yi1, . . . , QTi yim).





with stab(yij) = {Q ∈ SO(n) | QT yij = yij}. Thus by
definition the yi1, . . . , yim are eigenvectors with eigenvalue
1 of all Q ∈ stabh(yˆ) ⊆ SO(n). Then stabh(yˆ) = {I} if
and only if (n − 1) elements of Yi = {yi1, . . . , yim} are
linearly independent. The same holds if yˆ is replaced by
h(Q∗, yˆ) for any Q∗ ∈ SO(n). Therefore an output of the
whole system corresponds to a unique state of agent i if and
only if there are (n − 1) linearly independent elements in
Yi. We get injectivity of the whole output map if and only
if this condition holds for all i ∈ V .
Now assume that the condition does not hold for agent
i. Consider output synchronization with the synchronized
state Q1 = . . . = Qk. For any Qˆ ∈ stab(yˆ), the
state (Q1, . . . , QˆQi, . . . , Qk) yields the same output as
(Q1, . . . , Qk) ∈ Cs. But as stab(yˆ) 6= {In}, we can choose
Qˆ 6= I , such that (Q1, . . . , QˆQi, . . . , Qk) /∈ Cs. Hence there
is no output value in Co which necessarily requires the state
to be in Cs.
Even if we have enough outputs to ensure injectivity of
the output map, this still does not guarantuee that an output
synchronization state is a state synchronization state. The
problem is that the output values generated by the state
synchronization set are only part of the possible output
synchronization values: there exist output values QTi yij =
QTj yij that cannot be generated by synchronization states, as
illustrated in Example 1. Thus depending on the actual values
of the outputs, output synchronization can correspond to
state synchronization or not. Therefore the above proposition
only gives a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for
equivalence of output and state synchronization.
Example 1: Consider the case of SO(3), with 3 agents
and a fully connected communication graph. Assume that
y12 = (1, 0, 0)
T
, y23 = (0, 1, 0)
T
, y13 = (0, 0, 1)
T
. The
assumptions of Theorem 1 hold, so each output synchro-
nization value corresponds to a unique point in state space.
Let output synchronization be reached at QT1 y12 = QT2 y12 =(
1 0 0
)T











. Then the corresponding unique
state is Q1 = diag(1, 1, 1) , Q2 = diag(1,−1,−1) , Q3 =
diag(−1,−1, 1) which is not a state synchronization state.
To characterize when output synchronization yields state
synchronization, we must take a closer look at cost function



























where L = (Lij) ∈ Rkn×kn, with Lij ∈ Rn×n defined by





L and f can be considered as generalizations of the Laplacian
matrix and Laplacian-based quadratic cost functions often
used in the context of synchronization algorithms.
Since
∑k
j=1 Lij = 0 ∀i, we have rankL ≤ n(k − 1).
If this bound is tight we can prove strong convergence
properties of our gradient system.
Theorem 2: If rankL = n(k − 1), then
(a) output synchronization Co = state synchronization Cs;
(b) Co = Cs is the set of stable equilibria of (3);
(c) Co = Cs is locally exponentially stable.
Proof: (a) Consider f(X1, . . . ,Xk) with Xi ∈ Rn×n.
Co ⊂ S where S is the subspace of global minima of the
quadratic form f on (Rn×n)k. In addition, S ⊇ V with V
the subspace V := {(X1, . . . ,Xk) ∈ (Rn×n)k | X1 = . . . =
Xk ∈ R
n×n}. If rankL = n(k − 1), then rank In ⊗ L =
n2k − n2 and S is n2-dimensional, like V , thus S = V .
Then Co ⊂ S = V and taking the intersection with SO(n)k
leads to Co = Cs.
(b) Since f and SO(n) are analytic, an equilibrium of
gradient system (3) is stable if and only if it is a local
minimum of f [1]. Similarly to [20], the fact that local
minima are global ones for linear functionals on SO(n)
implies that all local minima of f on SO(n)k are global
ones and hence belong to Co.
(c) Recall that at a critical point x the Hessian
Hf(x) : (TxM×TxM) → R of smooth function f : M → R
on a smooth manifold M can be defined by Hf(x)(η, η) :=
d2
dt (f ◦ γ)(0), where γ(t) is a smooth curve on M with
γ(0) = x and ddtγ|0 = η, cf. [6].
The Hessian Hf(Q) of f on SO(n)k is positive semidef-
inite in Co = Cs. We want to show that, for all Q =
(Q1, . . . , Qk) ∈ Cs, Hf(Q)(η, η) = 0 implies η ∈ TQCs.
Since Cs is a compact submanifold of SO(n)k, exponential
stability then follows by the same argument as for Morse-
Bott functions, cf. [6].
Computing H at a minimum γ(0) = (Qˆ, . . . , Qˆ) ∈ Cs of
f on M = SO(n)k with γ : R → SO(n)k a smooth curve
and ddtγ(0) = γ(0)(Ω1, . . . ,Ωk) = (QˆΩ1, . . . , QˆΩk) where
Ωi ∈ so(n), we get
d2
dt2


























As discussed for case (a) we have for rankL = k(n − 1)
that ker(In⊗L) = vec(V ) with V as above and vec(V ) the
image of V under the vectorization map vec. Defining U :=
Ink ⊗ Qˆ, we have U vec(V ) = vec(V ) and since U is an
orthogonal transformation, rankUT (In⊗L)U = rank(In⊗
L). Therefore d
2
dt2 (f ◦ γ)|0 = 0 implies (Ω1, . . . ,Ωk) ∈ V ∩
TQSO(n)
k = TQCs.
Obviously, synchronization can only be achieved for con-
nected communication graphs. For a disconnected graph,
numbering the agents in order to make L block-diagonal,
one readily shows that rankL < n(k − 1).
The maximal rankL = n(k−1) can only be achieved for
a suitably large number of agents.
Proposition 2: If rankL = n(k − 1) then k ≥ 2n.
Proof: Define the vectors
y˜ij = (. . . , 0, y
T
ij , 0, . . . , 0,−y
T
ij , 0, . . .)
T ∈ Rkn
where the yij entries appear as ith and jth Rn-components
of y˜ij . Further define the kn× k(k − 1)/2 matrix
P =
(
a12y˜12 a13y˜13 · · · a23y˜23 a24y˜24 . . .
) (4)
whose columns are given by the aij y˜ij for i < j, sorted by
(i, j) in lexicographic order. Then L = PPT and rankL =
rankP ≤ min{n(k − 1), k(k − 1)/2}. Therefore rankL =
(k − 1)n requires n(k − 1) ≤ k(k − 1)/2, i.e. 2n ≤ k.
It is important to note that Theorem 2 provides a sufficient
condition for state synchronization. Thus Proposition 2 is not
a necessary condition for state synchronization. For instance,
state synchronization on SO(3) can be ensured with k =
4 fully connected agents and suitably chosen yij , although
Proposition 2 is not satisfied.
IV. TIME-VARYING REFERENCE VECTORS
In applications one can be faced with a situation where the
reference vectors yij time-varying, i.e. the yij are smooth
functions R → Sn−1. This setting is in fact favorable for
state synchronization, as the output map can sweep in time
different directions of the state space.
For technical reasons, we introduce a scaling parameter ε














with time-varying yij(t). Feedback law (5) can be construed
as the gradient, with respect to the state space variables, of












However, because this cost function explicitly depends on
time, it does not necessarily decrease along the trajectories of
the closed loop system and thus is not a Lyapunov function.
Using an averaging approach, we show that Cs is locally
asymptotically stable for this time-varying gradient feedback
if a persistent excitation condition on the outputs holds:
Assumption 1: For all i, j = 1 . . . k, i 6= j,








exists and is strictly positive definite.
Assumption 1 ensures that the system given by the average











exists and that the whole relative-state space (i.e. all dimen-
sions of the QTi Qj variable, ∀ i, j) is actually observed by
integrating the output maps. The averaged system has the
same convergence properties as the gradient system with full
state observations introduced in [20].
Proposition 3: If the communication graph is connected,
then the state synchronization set Cs is exponentially stable
for the averaged system (6).
Proof: System (6) is a gradient system for the averaged
cost function (note that the Qi do not depend on s)










aij ‖M ij(Qi −Qj)‖
2.
Using a straightforward extension of the arguments in [20]
we see that Cs is locally asymptotically stable. Exponential
stability can be proved similarly to Theorem 2(c).
We can now derive the exponential stability of the time-
varying system from the averaged one.
Theorem 3: If the communication graph is connected and
Assumption 1 holds, then for sufficiently small ε > 0 the
state synchronization set Cs is locally asymptotically stable
for (5).
Proof: The proof uses some facts on reductive homoge-
neous spaces; we refer the reader to e.g. [4] for details. Let ∆
the subgroup {(Q, . . . , Q) | Q ∈ SO(n)} of SO(n)k. Define
the compact homogeneous space M = SO(n)k/∆, with
∆ acting on SO(n)k by right multiplication, and canonical
projection pi : SO(n)k → M . Since SO(n)k is compact, M
is a reductive homogeneous space and we equip M with
the Riemannian metric induced by the product metric on
SO(n)k.
Assume ε = 1. Since (5) and (6) equivariant under the
action of ∆ = {(Q, . . . , Q) | Q ∈ SO(n)} on SO(n)k by
right multiplication, they respectively induce a time-varying
vector field F (x, t) and a time-invariant vector field F (x)
on M . Note that for any ∆-equivariant, time-varying vector








where the integral is taken on the tangent spaces (with fixed
Q). This means that vector field F is the time average of
F . The image of state synchronization set Cs under the
canonical projection pi is a single point which we denote by
p ∈ M . For both vector fields, thanks to their equivariance
on SO(n)k, point p ∈ M has the same stability properties as
set Cs ⊂ SO(n)k. Thus p is exponentially stable under F .
Let Mij(t) = yij(t)yij(t)T and characterize the difference
between actual and averaged system by




A calculus argument shows that there is a positive continuous
function φ : Rn×n → R such that, for (Q1, . . . , Qk) ∈
SO(n)k,




≤ φ(M ij −Mij(t)) distE((Q1, . . . , Qk), Cs)
2,
where distE denotes the Euclidean distance in Rk(n×n).
Since Mij(t) belongs to a compact set for all t ∈ R, there
is a uniform upper bound c1 > 0 for φ(M ij −Mij(t)), such
that




≤ c1 distE((Q1, . . . , Qk), Cs)
2.
Denoting the time-varying vector field (5) on SO(n)k
by FSO(Q1, . . . , Qk, t) and the averaged one (6) by



















1 distE((Q1, . . . , Qk), Cs)
= #E c
1/2
1 (t2 − t1) distE((Q1, . . . , Qk), Cs).




F (x)− F (x, t)dt
∥∥∥∥ ≤ #Ec2(t2 − t1) dist(x, p)
where dist is now the Riemannian distance and c2 > 0 a
suitable constant. Using local charts around p we see now
that the conditions of Theorem 3 in [2] hold for pair (F, F )
and hence the time-varying system F (x, δt) is asymptotically
stable for sufficiently large δ. A change of timescales yields
asymptotic stability of Cs for the time-varying system (5)
for sufficiently small ε.
One can give quantitative estimates for a sufficiently small
ε based on the averaging theory [2]. However, these rather
technical issues are beyond the scope of this paper.
V. APPLICATION: ATTITUDE SYNCHRONIZATION FROM
RELATIVE POSITION MEASUREMENTS
To illustrate our theory, we consider the problem of
synchronizing the attitudes of k rigid bodies which only
measure relative positions in body frame. This setting is
proposed in [17].
The attitude of each rigid body is given by Qi ∈ SO(3),
the transformation from the body fixed frame into an arbi-
trary common inertial frame. In addition, the rigid bodies
have positions p1(t), . . . , pk(t) ∈ R3, which can be constant
or time-varying. If agent i is connected to agent j, it
observes, e.g. by an onboard camera, the direction of the
relative position of j in its body fixed frame; this observation
corresponds to QTi yij where
yij = (pj − pi)/‖pj − pi‖. (7)
Then i sends this information to j, which itself sends
−QTj yij to i; the sign is easily corrected. Note that (7)
introduces a linear dependence among the yij that is absent
from our initial setting; thus results that are generic in the
context of Sections III and IV are not necessarily generic
here anymore.
Dynamics (1), ddtQi = Qiui, corresponds to assuming that


























j (pj − pi)).
Thanks to the invariance properties of the feedback law, it
is implementable in body frame, i.e. without requiring a
common inertial frame.
Simulation results of our output feedback control law on
SO(3) with k = 6 are represented on Figure 1. Interconnec-
tion among agents is taken to be all-to-all. Initial orientations
Qi(0), i = 1 . . . k, are independently randomly chosen in
SO(3). Each plot shows the time evolution of the maximal
output error 12‖Q
T
i yij − Q
T
j yij‖
2 (faint red curve) and of
the maximal state error ‖Qi−Qj‖ (thick blue curve) among
all agent pairs. Initial conditions are randomly chosen in the
whole state space (i.e. not restricted to a neighborhood of
synchronization).
For Figure 1.a, the yij are defined by (7) with randomly
independently chosen fixed pi. Output synchronization is
quickly reached, but orientations (i.e. states) only converge
towards each other very slowly. Note that defining yij by
(7) leads to a particular case where condition of Theorem 2
is never satisfied and locally exponential convergence is not
guaranteed.
In contrast, if the yij are not restricted by (7), i.e. not
relative positions, it appears that state synchronization is
quickly reached for k ≥ 4 fully connected agents; this is
illustrated on Figure 1.b with k = 6 agents. Numerical
experiments indicate that the condition of Theorem 2 is
generically satisfied for k ≥ 6.
Finally, Figure 1.c again imposes (7) but with quasi-
periodically varying positions pi = pi1(1 + cos(t)) +
pi2 cos(0.3t) + pi3 cos(0.7t) for randomly chosen
pi1, pi2, pi3 ∈ R
3
. State synchronization is recovered.
Note that this observation is made with a reasonable
frequency for the time-varying pi.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we considered the problem of distributed
synchronization for agents whose states evolve on SO(n)
and which exchange only partial state information along
communications links. We proposed a gradient algorithm
based on a cost function on the output space of the sys-
tem. For fixed output maps this algorithm locally converges
to the set of output synchronization states. We discussed
the relationship between output synchronization and state
synchronization and gave a sufficient condition for output
synchronization to coincide with state synchronization with
exponential stability of the state synchronization set. For
time-varying output maps, we used an averaging approach
to prove that local convergence to the set of state synchro-
nization states is obtained with less communication links
and weaker conditions on the instantaneous output map.
The algorithm is illustrated on an attitude synchronization
problem where agents exchange only their relative positions
































Fig. 1. Maximal output error (faint red) and state error (thick blue) among pairs of agents applying (3) on SO(3) for k = 6. a: Fixed yij defined by
(7). b: Fixed yij not restricted to (7). c: Time-varying yij defined by (7).
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